Why not purchase a Professional
rofessional Fine art Illustration / Portraiting kit that has been hand selected for
optimization of the products selected in each kit offered, with over 30yrs experience we know these
products work together well.
Professional Fine art Illustration / Portraiting kit HP.CP – HP.BP
Products Included one of each:
*Iwata High Performance HP.CP
*Iwata High Performance HP.BP
*Iwata IS.975 Powerjet Pro Compressor
*( Includes 2 x 3mtr coiled hose )
*Dvd (2 discs ) Power Portraits J.Soto
*Iwata Cleaning Station
*Iwata Disconnect Set x 2
*Pistol Grip Moisture Filter x 2
*30ml Createx Illustration Colorwheel Set
*30ml Createx Illustration Bloodline SSet
*Wicked Colors Fleshtone Set 60ml
*240ml 4011 Reducer
*240ml 5618 Airbrush Cleaner
*Free Airbrush Stubby Cooler

*Iwata High Performance HP.CP
CP
Capable of a Hairline to a 1” fan pattern
This airbrush is a .3mm which comes in Iwata Box packing with foam insert to ensure no damage can
be done to your investment.
Also included is a .07 fluid ounce of superlube for lubricating your needle after cleaning and a nozzle
spanner for nozzle removal.
Renowned as the professional’s workhorse, this popular High Performance Series brush has been
pumped up with inspired new fe
features that include dual-purpose,
purpose, cutaway ands pre-set
pre
handle for
easy clean up and precise control of paint flow; PTFE needle packing for automotive or other
solvent-based
based paints; larger threads on the nozzle that offer a more secure fit and better center
centering
of the nozzle; redesigned tapered gravity
gravity-feed
feed cups that ensure easy clean up and more efficient
paint flow; and a single-piece
piece auxiliary lever/needle
lever/needle-chucking
chucking guide that provides easy assembly.
*A practical choice for most airbrush uses
*Its larger 1/3 oz. (9 ml) gravity--feed cup and larger (0.3-mm)
mm) needle/nozzle configuration allow for
use with most media

*An airbrush that does it all – from fine hairlines to finely atomized background spray, along with an
entire range of stippling effects
*The gravity-feed cup is useful for mixing custom colours and allows for quick color changes
*Short paint passageway from the cup to the front of the airbrush gives it a responsive feel and
allows it to be one of the quickest airbrushes in the industry
*Iwata High Performance HP.BP
Capable of a Hairsplit to a 3/4” fan pattern
This airbrush is a .2mm which comes in Iwata Box packing with foam insert to ensure no damage can
be done to your investment.
Also included is a .07 fluid ounce of superlube for lubricating your needle after cleaning and a nozzle
spanner for nozzle removal.
Renowned as the professional’s workhorse, this popular High Performance Series brush has been
pumped up with inspired new features that include dual-purpose, cutaway ands pre-set handle for
easy clean up and precise control of paint flow; PTFE needle packing for automotive or other
solvent-based paints; larger threads on the nozzle that offer a more secure fit and better centering
of the nozzle; redesigned tapered gravity-feed cups that ensure easy clean up and more efficient
paint flow; and a single-piece auxiliary lever/needle-chucking guide that provides easy assembly.
Has a larger 1/16 oz. (1.8ml) gravity-feed colour cup
*Iwata IS.975 Powerjet Pro
* 1yr Australia Wide Warranty
* Includes 3mtr Braided Hose
Featuring the powerful twin-pump, 1/6 Hp motor, the Power Jet Pro compressor is equipped with
twice the features of the Power Jet Lite like two air pressure regulators for precise adjustment of
airflow at two individual workstations. Built with Iwata’s Smart Technology, it automatically shuts off
when not in use. Economically priced, the Power Jet Pro has a 2 liter tank reservoir and delivers all
the power necessary for use with the high-paint-flow, multi-purpose.
*2 litre air storage tank
*Zero pulsation
*Air reserve for spraying at higher air pressures
*Typically, stored-air normally cools, which is better for maximum moisture separation
*DUAL Adjustable pressure regulators
*DUAL Moisture filters
*DUAL Mounted pressure gauges
*DUAL Quick disconnect ports
*DUAL Built-in airbrush holders
*Strong protective outer case
*Size: 13 x 9 x 7 in. (33 x 23 x 18 cm)
*Weight 26.5 lbs. (11.9 kgs)
*Smart Jet Technology
*2X Sprint Jet Power
*Compressor shuts itself off automatically when not in use
*Less heat-related moisture build-up
*Produces full-capacity air on demand
*Reduces running time
*Less motor wear means longer compressor life
*Zero-maintenance, oil-less piston compressor
*Powerful 1/6-hp motor · Airflow 1.2 CFM (34Lpm)

*Trialled with a High Performance HP.CP & HP.BP we got Max 60psi each
*Dvd Power Portraits J.Soto by Airbrush Action
Duration 3.5 hrs over two discs, nothing missed uncut, a must see dvd using Wicked Colors
*Iwata Cleaning Station
A must for keeping your area free of unwanted paint and cleaner, simply place the airbrush into the
opening in the plastic top and spray into that for airbrush cleaning.
Has a glass jar for easy cleaning with an outer protective plastic cover, the top of the unit has a
cradle which may be used as an airbrush holder.
*Iwata Disconnect Set
Male attaches to the airbrush or Iwata airbrush accessories such as pistol grip moisture filter & mac
valve, the female attaches to the Iwata airbrush hose.
This allows quick changes of airbrushes or for packing down after use
*Pistol Grip Filter
Designed for all Iwata airbrushes, the moisture trap is the last line of defence from moisture entering
your airbrush, has a moisture release valve as does a moisture trap.
*30ml Createx Illustration Colour/wheel Set
* All 16 colours + 4011 Reducer & Trans Base
*Illustration Colors Is a water-based basecoat system of automotive grade qualities that has been
milled ultra fine so the artist can achieve incredible detail with small tipped airbrushes.
*Suitable to 90% of work surfaces.
*Compatible with any AutoAir Colors & Wicked Colors paints inc sundries
*Non—toxic / and more environmentally friendly than any solvent paint system.
*No working windows
*Clean up with water first then 4011 Reducer or 5618 Airbrush Cleaner
*Wipes up with artool studio wipes
*What you paint is exactly what you get when clearcoat is applied
*Clearcoat whenever your finished
*Clear with any automotive two pack clears, marine clears, most acrylic lacquer clears, epoxy and
more..
*Also suitable to Paper, illustration Boards , Hard Surfaces, Fabrics,Hats,T-Shirts,Canvas,Boots to full
Automotive and more. Heat cure for washable results
*30ml Createx Illustration Bloodline Set
* All 15 colours + 4011 Reducer & Trans Base
Same as above description
*Wicked Colors 60ml Fleshtone Set
* Detail: Smoke Black,Violet,Carmine,Driscol Tone,Moss Green + 4012 Reducer
*Wicked Colors Is a water-based basecoat system of automotive grade qualities.
*Non—toxic / and more environmentally friendly than any solvent paint system.
*No working windows
*Clean up with water first then 4011 Reducer or 5618 Airbrush Cleaner
*Wipes up with artool studio wipes
*What you paint is exactly what you get when clearcoat is applied
*Clearcoat whenever your finished

*Clear with any automotive two pack clears, marine clears, most acrylic lacquer clears, epoxy and
more..
*Also suitable to Fabrics,Lycra,Hats,T-Shirts,Canvas,Boots , Lexan,Lure to full Automotive and much
more. Heat cure for washable results on fabrics
*240ml 4011 Reducer
Add approx 10% or more if required to mix all Wicked Colors for airbrushing, may also be used as a
final clean up to remove colours.
*240ml 5618 Airbrush Cleaner
Generally used in-between colour changes to flush out existing colour ready for a change, may also
be used as a final clean

